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Abstract

An adaptive, swing-free trajectory planner for a gantry robot has been analytically
developed and experimentally implemented on a commercial robot. A batch, nonlinear
least square estimator (differential correction) is used to predict the initial conditions,
mass, and frequency of the simply suspended object from a set of force sensor
measurements. These parameters, in turn, are supplied to the swing-free trajectory
planner to perform the maneuver. These algorithms have been implemented on a
CIMCORP XR61001 gantry robot, and swing-free trajectories have been performed bv
the robot using the adaptive trajector 3, planner.

1 XR is a registered trademark of CIMCORP Inc.
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1 Introduction '
i_l_ Dlre_tlonofMotion

Transp°rtln9I ' I

Sandia National I, aboratories iscurrently inves- Device ...____tigating tile feasibility of using intelligent ma-

chines at nuclear waste.storage sites. One class l I
of operations that is n'ecessaryat a waste stor- _,. I

age site is the transportation of nuclear waste _ Simply

shipping casks and other heavy objects to vari- _li_Suspended
I . oUS locations throughout the installation. Dur- Payload
' ing. overhead crane transportation, a.n object is

free to swing. If amy oscillation of the object be- Figure 1: Diagram of Transporting Device
gins, it, must be sufficiently damped by the op-
erator, or allowed to decay naturally before tlie

next operation can begin. Either option is time estimation process. The robustness of the esti-
consuming and reduces the a.vailability of the fa- mator became an issue when a simple scheme to
cility, tlowever, damping the oscillation of sire- calculate the period of the pendulum (measure

ply suspended payloads during transportation is the time between peaks of the force sensor out-
possible if the acceleration of the crane is pro- put) did not produce adequate results. The sim-
gramn_able. Jones and Petterson [1] discuss ac- ple scheme was limited in resolution by the 471ns
celeration profile shaping for a trajectory planner update ra.tc of data sampling and subject t.o 4'rms
in detail and define the necessary conditions for increments of error due to noise in the data.
swing-free transportation.

This paper presents an extension of their work:
the analytical development and experimental lm- 2 Mathematical Foundation
plementation of an adaptive, swing-free trajec-
tory planner. Other researchers, for example There are many ways to produce a swing-ft'ce

Tzes a.nd Yurkovich [2] and Nelson and Mitra [3], move of a simply suspended objec.t (Figu,'e 1).
have developed parameter estimation schemes for one of the most general methods is described
closed-loop control of flexible structures. Our by Jones and Petterson [1] where a double pulse

open-loop planner is made adaptive by employ- train is employed. Tlm basic ingredient neces-
ing abatch, nonlinear leastsquare estimator to sary for every approach to developing swing-free

predict the parameters of the susI)ended objec t trajectories is knowledge of the frequency of os-
whicti are necessary for swing-free motion from a cillation of the suspended object. Consequently,

set of force sensor measurements. Initially, an ob- the period of oscillation must be measured eacl_
ject with unknown parameters is picked up and time a different, object is moved in order 1,opro-

moved (which causes the object to oscillate) and duce a swing-free move. In this section, w(:,de-
force measurements are taken. Next, the estima- scribe a batch, nol,linear least square estimator

tor processes the data and extracts the parame- that enables the computer to automatically cal-
ters of interest while the force-damping (closed- culate the period of oscillation of the suspended

. loop) controller [4] damps the object's oscillation, object, from force sensor measurements and pro-

Finally, the planner calculates the swing-free rra- duce swing-fl'ee trajectories.
jectory from the estimated parameters and in- The nonlinear least square estimator is ba.s((1
structs the robot to move. Note that the only re- on the Gaussian least square differential cor-

quired parameter for swing-free motion is the pe- rection (GLSDC) algorithm described by Junk-

riod of oscillation [l], but the estimator includes ins [5]. The GLSDC algorithm is ch,-,_,,,, because
the initial conditions and the ma,s:_ of the sus- ii, is easy to implement and highly fl,xible (refer

pended object to increase the robustness of the to Ile:erences [6] and [7]). The algorithm applies
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a,generalizMion of Newton's root solving method
to.obtairl the nonlinear solution from a'succes-

sion of locally linearized least, squares solutions.
In other words, the nonlinear measurelnent, model

(ii, terins of the estima:tion pa.rameters),

Y = F(A:) (1) 1

• ) I L .q
where r//////./, ,7/_ Y//////,///x]

Y - computedmeasurenmntvector(px 1) I] _
t;-- - nonlinear transforma, tlon vector (p x 1) L.
x

is linearized about some nominM value, A._:o, to
produce the Jacobiart matrix, A, " '

r0 ll rOFllxA = LOXJI.Zo= L_3 _o (2)
whicll is employed in the successive linear least
squares estimate of X as Figure 2' Gantry R,obot with t:orce Sensor

= xo + A.3L (3)

A .k..__"= (A Tl,I"A )- i AT I{' A }'._:." (,I)

a },_"= L - .v (5)
whore

W least, squares weighting matrix, and
actual measuren_ents.

Equation (4) is known a.s the normal equations
(derived in Reference [5]), and _ is a. time se-
quence of measurements taken over a prescribed F×_" F_/
time interval at a given sampling rate.

To illustrate this mathematical development,

the estimator formula.tion is applied to a, force ,_T
sensor located on the arm oi' the gantry robot

(Figure 2) which provides the measurement ct_ta
to estimate the mass, frequency, and two initial
conditions of a planar pendulum, The actual

measurements are p vertical force (.t_, Figure 3)

ineasurernents, and the nleasurement nmdel for _ _2these p data Doint,'_is given by rng oil .

T = mgcosO + mlgfi (6) Figure 3: Coordinate System and Force 1)ian:ra _

F, = TcosO = m.gcos2_ + mlO'ZcosO (7)

ttild

0 Oocoswt + --sinwt, (8)
¢d
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where

rn mass of pendulum,

l length of pendulum O}_(ti) OY OOi _ OOi
0o, 0o initial conditions of pendulum, Ow = 00"--70"--_+ O0 _ =

g gravity, [ // 0o

T - cable tension, and rng [ [k-sin20i -tiOosinwli - "_-ffsin,wti
w frequency = X/_,

. ) (.which produces the nonlinear measurement +O°tlcoswti -t-COS01 20°O°tico,s2wli.
model . w a.,

• Y(ti) = Fx(q) + ,(9) (02or,-_ _ti)sin2wt, s wti)

where Oi = Oocoscoti+_sina.,ti. O_ ( _°
Note, using only one channel of force data, Fx, -_ssinOi ,-t_O°sinwti -_-Tsinwt,.

simplifies the development of the estimator algo- 0o )]rithm. While Fy and Fz forces are also available + --tlcoswtiw (14)
from our force sensor, our Mgorithm may be ap-

plied on equipment where the force from only one Equations (9) and (10), the weight mat, rix, and
direction is available, the force sensor measurements are the required

The weight matrix, W in Eq (4), is a diagonal, elements of the GLSDC algorithm that provides

positive definite, constant matrix, and the Jaco- the estimate of the frequency (period of oscilla-
bian matrix, is analytically developed from Eq (9) lion) to the swing-iree trajectory planner. The

by taking the first partial derivatives with respect computer implementation of the GLSDC algo-
to 0o, 00, m, and w. rithm is discussed, in the next. section.

A= [0}.[ 0)_ 0)'._[ 01_]00o (10) 3 Experimental

0Z(ti) 0y00 oY 0li; hnplementation

00o - 001 00o + _,'_oo = 3.1 Hardware
m [-g sin 2 Oicoswti

(2w2Oosin2wti-wOnsin2wti_ The adaptive, swing-free trajectory planner is+ l cosOi
\

implemented on a CIMCORP XR6100 robot, al,

-- lOi coswti sinOi] (11) Sandia National Laboratories. A simply sus-
pended object is held by the robot gripper, and a

O)/_[.'(ti) 0}'_2"OOi OY OOi force-moment sensor (manufactured by JR3 Co,'-
= ---_---_ = potation) capable of transducing the forces i1_

00o OOi00o + OOi00o the three principal axes and the corresponding
m --sin 20i sina?ti moments is used to monitor the oscillations of

w the payload. Four different _suspended objecls

. +lcosO! [-wOosin2wti + 20ocos2wti] are used to test the adaptive, swing'free plaJ,-
l . 2 '_ net: a 22.7kg (50 pound) weight suspended from

-.Oi sinOisinwti) (12) a 1.93m (76 inch) cable, a 45.4kg (100 pound)2

weight suspended first from a 1.83m (72 inch) ca-
ble and then from a 0.74m (29 inch) cable, and a

oK(t;) 0t" 00; m., O[_i
1/5 scale (lin (39 inches) tall) ll.,lkg (25 pound)

0--"-_ = 00--_On---_+ OOi_ = model of a, fuel rod assembly on a pivot joint (sec
gco820i +l(d_)cosOi (13) Figure 4). The readings from the force sensor are
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maximum number of itera.tions, the nmnber of
force readings (p), and the sampling period. The

values needed to initialize the program variables
1.93m .83m . are the initial guesses of the calcula.ted param-

eters and a. set of force readings ('_). The cal-

0.74m li0_,99 culated, parameters (_:) are the iaitial angle and[1 _ _) m initiM angular velocity of the suspended object,

its mass, and its frequency. In each iteration, the
batch estimator calculates the matrices ATWA

• 22.7k9 4S.,4k9 4S,4k9 Modelof Fuel and ATWAY of Eq (4) (usingEqs (11- 1.4)
payload payload payload Rod Assembly to calculate the Jacobian matrix, A), solves this

linear system of equationsusing LU decomposi-
Figure 4: Suspended Objects Used in Experi- tion [8] for the change in the desiredparameters
ments , (AX), and adjusts the values uf tlie desired pa-

rameters by adding in this change. The iterations

stored on a Digital Equipment Corporation LS1- conclude when there is negligible change in the
11/73 executing the II,T-11.2 real time operating v_lues of the desired parameters (i.e., AX'--0), or
system which is also used to implement swing' when the performance function gets smaller than
free moves of the suspended objects. Finally, the the convergence criteria. The object's frequency

batch estimation program is run on a SUN-3 a is then converted into its period and passed into
con_puter'that is networked with the LSI-11. the swing-free trajectory program on the LSI-11.

The tra,jectory is computed using the acceiera-
rien profile tailoring described by Jones and Pet-

3.2 Software terson [1], and is sent to the robot contr011eras

Tlie first step in executing tlm adaptive, swing- a series of displacement commands. The com-
' munication between the robot controller and the

free trajectory planner is to gather force data
LSI-11 control computer is synchronized by thewhile the pendulum is swinging. The suspended
robot controller through the Realtime Path Mo(l-object is picked up, displaced, and allowed to
ification (RPM) board. The RPM board sends a

swing freely. A set of 60 force readings (suffi-
cient to assure a full period of oscillation for. any synchronizing pulse to the control computer ev-
of our payloads) is taken as the payload swings ery 47 milliseconds. When the swing-free _,'ajec-
with each reading at an interval of 47 milliseconds tory program senses the synchronization pulse,

it transmits a position update over a serial com-which is the update rate of the robot controller.
munication line to the RPM board, which then

Synchronizing our readings with the controller
commands the robot to move. This process con-

updates allows us to be certain of the length of
tinues until the desired trajectory .is con_plet(,.time between readings. Once a set of force data

has been recorded, a force serve damping pro-

gram, which uses a, technique described by Jones, 4 Results
Petterson, and Werner [2], is used to d_Lmpout

the swinging motion of the suspended ob iect. ,• _ie,,ts of the ada,ptive, swing-free trajectory plan-
]:'he batch estimator runs while the robot

ner were (lone using the four different suspend¢,d
damps the payload's oscillation. The constants objects. Each object's period was measured by

necessary for the computations are a convergence tinting its oscillations, and then calculated using
criteria, the weighting matrix (W), gravity, a the estimator. A comparison of these two peri-

ods and the resulting residual oscillations after a2LSI-I1/73 and RT-11 are registered trademarks of
Digital Equipment Corporation. swing-free move can be seen in Table 1. As showJ_

3SUN-3is a registered trademark of Sun Microsystems. in the table, the calculated periods are within two

:l 8
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Average Residual Residual
Measured Calculated Oscillation Osdillation

Test Object Lm:gth Period Period' w/measured w/calculated

_(m) (.see) (sec) (degrees) (degrees)
22.7kg payload 1.93 2,79 2,80 0,05 0,09

45.4kg payload 1.83 2.71 . 2.77 0.05 0.10

' 45,4kg payload 0.'74 i 1.75 1.76 0,15 0.31
11.4kg Fuel rod

. assembly model 1.0 1.64 1,6'6 0.14 0.27

45.4kg Payload, no ....

.....oscillation da..mping 1.93 ,- - 6.8 -.,_

Table 1: Measured aald Calculated Periods of Test Objects

percent of the nleasured values, and although the reading was unacceptable, another reading was
resulting residual oscillations for the calculated taken. If a number of sarnpling periods passed

periods are about double the value of those with between acceptable readings, the estimator would
tlLe measured periods, both are over 95% smaller not converge as closely as usual (i.e., our perfor-
than the oscillation that occurs with an uncon- mance function value was higher at the end oi'
trolled nmve (la.st entry in Table 1). The results the final iteration), and the value for the period

in Table 1 show that the nonlinear least squares was _ few percent further asvay from the expected
estimator selected predicts parameters which al- value. Another effect to note is that noise in

low 95_, oscillation damped moves and a second the force readings will be more significant witl_
order method is not necessary for our conditions, a lighter object, where the range of force read-

Thus, using the batch estima.tor to determine ings is smaller, than for a heavier object. In our
the necessary parameters for oscillation damped experiments, we used a force sensor with a range
moves was successful. However, al ew precautions of 500 pounds and a resolution of 0.24 pounds.
must be taken to insure success with this method. Thus, noise can have a larger effect with small
For example, the initial guess for the initial an- ranges of force data.. A noise orror of ,iust one

gle must be larger than theguess for the initial least significant bit (0.24 lb) is a significant per-
angular velocity; we used nonnegative values for centage (2%) of the range of our data for a tyl,i-.
both. Plus, an error in the initial guesses of up to cal test of our lightest test objeci. I[owever, even

15% of the mass and up to 20% of the length of with these potential errors the I:,,tch, nonlinear
the swinging object can be tolerated. The force least square estimator determil_v., the model pa-

sensor'scoordinate frame must be aligned with rameters which are sufIicient to formulate 9,_,'X
gravity, oscillation damped trajectories.

The batch estimator is based on a model which

expects, input data which is symmetrical about
the weight of the suspended object, and cannot 5 Conclusions

ca,lculate the desired parameters accurately if the
input force data is skewed. Also, the force data is The batch, nonlinear least square estima.tor ac-

expected to be reasonably continuous. Our algo- curately predicts the parameters of a variety of
rithm checked to see if each force data point read simply suspended objects. The resulting oscilla-
was similar to the previous readipg, to eliminate tion damped moves using the predicted periods
a large noise spike, if one occurred, If the force were successful. Thus, moving simply suspended

objects with unknown parameters withoul i_-
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ducing oscillation is possible with this method. [5] Junkins, J. L., An Introduction to Optimal
Suvera.l aspects oi' recording the forces, including L_timation of Dynamical SystcTrts, Sijthc, ft'
tile range and continuity of tile force data, and _._:Noordhoff Interi_ational Publisllers, The
whether the data are skewed from the weight of Netherlands, 19.78.

the suspended object, can affect tim operation of
the estimator, resulting in less accurate results or [6] Etsler, G. R., "FLAWLES: FLight Analy-

converging to the wrong solution. Note that this sis by Weighted LEast Squares", SAN]) Re-
• method does not require a large amount of time port, Sandia National Laboratories (to be

to execute and an oscillation da.mped move us- published).

. ing the estimated parameters can be done after [7] McDowell, J. L., "TRAP: TRajectory Analy-

only a few oscillations from when the force data sis Program", Univerisity of Texas at Austin,
is taken. Center for Advanced Study in Orbittfl Me-

Extensions of this work should include the de- chanics, Austin, 'rX, TR77-33, 1977.
Velopment and implementation of a real-time, se-
quential estim_.ttor to predict system parameters [8] Noble, B. and Daniels, J., Applied 1,incar Al-

while the robot is continuously operating. This gebra, Prentice-ItaJl, Englewood Cliff's, New
system architecture might include the synthesis Jersey, 1977.

of swing-free transportation control algorithms
during manual crane operation. Our experimen-

tal equipment is currently being modified to in-
vestigate a real-time, sequential estimator.
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